
                  Please read when you do not understand the effect well. 

This product is not such a commodity that strengthens gaily the high pitched sound and the bass, But it draws 

out the ability in the maximum from your headphone/earphone which has it originally but not appear correctly. 
Therefore, someone feel that it doesn't change so much when they listen a little. 

However, you can listen more pleasantly than usual or coming  to want to listen for a long time when BPP is 

put up. We can say that it is effective. It is rarely to become such feelings except listening to one’s 
favorite music. So, it might be better to audit long to some degree than switch frequently(The image 
of the previous state seems to be likely to remain and not to adhere the distinction when frequently 
switching). Afterwards, I think that you can understand the following facts little by little. 
 
Effect of TAKET-BPP 
Though this product is for portable, it has a dramatic effect on to not only a portable player like ipod 
but also the high-end headphone, etc. with a desktop amplifier. 

 
A left photograph shows the method of the 
installation on the standard headphone jack of a 
desktop CD player. 
A wonderful effect is brought for audition of HD800 
etc. by this method. 
Please combine the conversion connectors according 
to headphone jack's shape. 
It improves when wiping and rubbing the plug with 
the cloth, even if tone quality might fall when the 
number of connectors are connected between 
headphone to headphone jack. 
 
 

A. Confirm method in 'Entranced sound' effect 
1. It can be confirmed by pull out or insert of BPP from double jack connector. 
2. By a thick cloth be covered or be removed to the radiator of BPP. 

Attention; If the radiation face is covered with the finger and the hand, the distinction becomes 
 difficult, because we listen to the supersonic wave by the skin of the finger and the hand and it 
vivifies the sound. 

3. By the radiator of BPP is tabulated and turns it over. 
Attention; However the comparison of the effects becomes difficult by the reflection sound 
,if it is turned inside out on the desk that reflects easily. 

  4. The sound stage retreats behind the head when radiator of BPP is sit behind the head. 
     You will feel odd. (The methods by which the effects can be distinguished most.) 
 
B. Noteworthy point 
Classics music; 
1. comfortable sound and overtone that bowstring of strings pops 
2. Reproducibility of sound from piano from high pitched sound to bass 
3. Extension of orchestra and separation musical instruments individual 
Pop music; 
1. If BPP is not applied, the start-point of the sound might grow dim, and you get a frustration 

somehow. But your body takes the rhythm naturally and shake your body easily when BPP is put 
up. 

2. Vocal of both of the man and woman becomes be sexy. 

 


